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SEVENTH GRADE
PROJECTS
BY SARAH PHILOSOPH
Lighthouse: Finishing Influential Adult
scrapbooks.

Common Core Math:

7th (Blocks 1 & 3): Finishing Physical Fitness math
unit and preparing for oral presentations about
what they learned.
7th/8th (Block 2): Finishing Algebra Tiles unit and
preparing oral presentations about what they
learned.

World Arts:

Students having fun at the Neverland Dance!

Working on their Coexist project, where they make
art pieces to find connections in different religions
the Federal Government and beginning
and bring them closer.
to write an essay about executive power. Discovery Science: Learning about different
Soon, they will be learning about the civil ecosystems and the relations between living and
BY DEEYA NAGI
war and reading a novel.
nonliving organisms. To follow up, seventh graders
Lighthouse: Passion projects
Exploratory Science: 8th graders have
will be learning about the Earth's history.
P1= Creative projects (origami, drawing
officially wrapped up their Superheroes
etc.)
of LSI project, in which students
P2= STEM themed projects (coding, etc.)
designed plays incorporating information
Common Core Math:
about genetics. They will be beginning
8th (Blocks 1 & 3): Finishing systems of
their next evolution unit!
equations and moving into learning
about functions’ real-life applications.
8th/9th (Block 2): Finishing Functions
BY ANILA CHUNDI
unit and moving into a geometry unit. Ms. Navqi has been the substitute teacher for
Mrs. Scullion-Jones during the past month or
so. This edition, we decided to interview her
about her experience of teaching at LSI.
Q: How has teaching at LSI been similar or
different from teaching in a traditional
classroom?
A: “[...] we are like facilitators, not that we are
instructors, teachers take a second role, I
don’t know if the word is correct for
secondary, but we are facilitators, students
have so much more ownership. That’s the
A peek at eighth grade's accelerated math class!
major difference.”

EIGHTH GRADE
PROJECTS

America Then and Now: Learning about

FEATURE TEACHER

WORLD NEWS
BY SNEHA REVANUR
- The Trump administration has decided to
eliminate Temporary Protected Status (TPS), which
in the last decade has protected nearly 200,000 El
Salvadoran refugees. One of those affected, Chavez
Guevara, is a 37-year-old working in the information
technology industry; he fears that this decision will
tear apart his family, and these fears are shared by
Seventh graders working hard in class!
the rest of the 200,000.
- The government has just left its shutdown, which
Built by American Modular Systems (AMS)
means it was not in operation with the exception of
from their Gen7 line of buildings, the
emergency services. Eighty-four percent of voters
building is “green” and meets Collaborative
believe that the shutdown was unnecessary.
for High Performance Schools (CHPS) and
- An Indian historical film titled Padmaavat has
BY SHARON CHAN
Leadership in Energy and Environmental
been released, despite some religious groups
The long-awaited LSI building opened Design (LEED) standards. The building
campaigning to cancel its release, claiming that one
to LSI students on January 8th. The
utilizes natural light and solar panels to
concrete surrounding it has yet to be reduce its negative environmental impact, of the characters in the film is an inaccurate
completed, but likely will be soon. This meets earthquake-resistant standards, and depiction of their people. Protests have included
threats to cut off the female lead’s nose as well as
building features new bathrooms, a
features rooms that, when compared to a
second floor complete with an exterior normal room, are 50% quieter for more ideal death bounties for the director and the rest of the
lead cast.
corridor for 8th grade classes, and
working conditions for staff and students.
spacious classrooms, wildly
However, this new building also comes with
contrasting the smaller portables and risks. Please remember to be careful walking
split classrooms LSI was previously
down the stairs and navigating the external BY ANILA CHUNDI
According to the Centers for Disease Control and
delegated to. The division into a first corridor, and be courteous to your peers
Prevention (CDC), the widespread flu in America
and second floor acts as an efficient when entering and exiting classrooms,
way to maximize the space students especially on the aforementioned stairs and has killed 30 children this season. CDC director
Brenda Fitzgerald says, “These viruses are often
may learn in while taking up as little corridor, as to avoid pile ups and any
linked to more severe illnesses, especially among
room as possible.
potential accidents.
children and people over 65.” California, in
particular, has seen the worst of this flu season
BY DD
with the most people out of any other states
Q: “I feel like one of my closest friends are getting more and more distant. I don't
affected with the virus. In order to prevent the flu
know if it is me, but she doesn't really talk to me as easily as she used to. Am I not
from getting to you, doctors suggest avoiding
hanging out with her enough?”
close contact with those who are sick, and
A: This situation has happened to me before, and I know what you are going
maintaining good hygiene. For more information,
through. Try talking to your friend a bit more, and ask what is wrong, and if she is
go to https://www.cdc.gov/.
okay. Try making her laugh! That always gets friends bonding again!
I accidentally started leaving my friend out as well, and she got a bit upset with me
over that. I apologized many times and gave her my full attention, and now we are
best friends again! Maybe you are unintentionally leaving your friend out and
making her seem unimportant since you stated that you may not be hanging out
with her enough, just like I was... So, for the next few days or so, hang out with her
and give her your full attention. Then, maybe things will work out between you two.
Good luck!
-DD

NEW
BUILDING

WIDESPREAD FLU

ADVICE COLUMN

A look at our new LSI building!

